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Correlated force and contact resonance versus displacement responses have been resolved
using load-dependent contact-resonance atomic force microscopy (AFM) to determine
the elastic modulus of low-k dielectric thin films. The measurements consisted of
recording simultaneously both the deflection and resonance frequency shift of an AFM
cantilever probe as the probe was gradually brought in and out of contact. As the applied
forces were restricted to the range of adhesive forces, low-k dielectric films of elastic
modulus varying from GPa to hundreds of GPa were measurable in this investigation.
Over this elastic modulus range, the reliability of load-dependent contact-resonance AFM
measurements was confirmed by comparing these results with those from picosecond
laser acoustic measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the core of technology advances in modern nanoe-
lectronics is the knowledge and advantageous use of ma-
terial properties at the nanoscale. Mastering both the
electrical and mechanical properties of materials has
proven to be crucial in successful fabrication of new
integrated electronic systems. Since the invention of
atomic force microscopy (AFM),1 interrogation of me-
chanical properties at the nanoscale for electronics and
other technologies has been a propelling factor in devel-
oping various dynamic AFM-based techniques: contact-
resonance AFM (CR-AFM) (which includes atomic force
acoustic microscopy2 and ultrasonic atomic force micros-
copy3), ultrasonic force microscopy,4 and torsional har-
monic dynamic force microscopy,5 among others.

In this work, we propose a novel procedure for measur-
ing the elastic modulus of nanoscale volumes probed by
AFM. The procedure is based on recording real-time con-
tact-resonance frequency versus force curves in the range
of small applied contact forces. The benefit of working at
small applied forces is that the mechanical properties of
materials in the form of samples of reduced thickness (e.g.,
nanostructures6 and thin films7) can be probed. The draw-
back is that controlling the applied force in the range of

adhesion forces can be a difficult and deceiving task in
CR-AFM measurements. However, much of the uncer-
tainty can be eliminated when measurements are per-
formed not simply at a single applied force, but over a
wide force range, so that the force dependence of contact-
resonance frequencies is measured. Moreover, by correlat-
ing the measurements on a test material with those on a
reference material, the need for accurate measurements of
some parameters (e.g., cantilever stiffness and tip radius)
is eliminated.8,9

A similar frequency shift versus tip-sample distance
spectroscopy is used in air10 and ultrahigh vacuum11,12

noncontact AFM to detect and quantify various surface
forces. In this case, the induced negative or positive fre-
quency shift (of the order of tens to hundreds of hertz)
includes contributions from long distance (van der Waals,
electrostatic) and short distance (chemical) tip-sample
interactions. On the other hand, in CR-AFM, large
(hundreds of kilohertz) positive frequency shifts are in-
duced by the short-range elastic tip-sample contact forces
when the probe is pushed into intimate contact with the
sample.
We have tested the applicability of the proposed method

by performing load-dependent CR-AFMmeasurements on
low-dielectric constant (low-k) materials: amorphous
hydrogenated silicon carbide (a-SiC:H) and oxycarbide
(a-SiOC:H) films. Mechanical properties of low-k dielec-
tric films13,14 are vital for fabricating robust architectures
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in copper interconnection-based electronics. CR-AFM
measurements were made on films of elastic modulus in
the range of GPa (compliant materials) to hundreds of GPa
(stiff materials) and thickness around 500 nm. The CR-
AFM results were compared with those from picosecond
laser acoustics (PLA)15,16 measurements made on samples
of the same thickness, but having larger area.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

All films used in these experiments were deposited
on 300-mm Si(100) wafers using a high-volume manu-
facturing plasma-enhanced vapor deposition system at
temperatures on the order of 400 �C. The precursors used
for deposition consisted of various combinations of SiH4,
methylsilanes, H2, He, and oxidizing gases. Young’s mod-
ulus for these films was first determined by PLA. This
ultrasonic technique requires knowledge of the film density
as well as Poisson’s ratio. The film density for these films
was determined using an x-ray reflectivity technique17 and
a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 was assumed. For the SiOC:H
films, the presence of porosity was checked using solvent
diffusivity measurements described elsewhere.18 All film
deposition and PLA measurements were performed in
high-volume manufacturing, class 10 microelectronic fab-
rication clean rooms with relative humidity controlled to
40 � 1%.

CR-AFM exploits the sensitivity of AFM cantilever
resonances to the elastic properties of materials probed.
The shifts experienced by the resonance frequencies of a
cantilever when the AFM probe is brought from air into
contact are converted into the elastic modulus of the
material tested. First, a clamped-spring coupled beam
model2 is used to determine the contact stiffness from
the measured cantilever dynamics and, second, an ade-
quate contact mechanics model is needed to convert con-
tact stiffness into elastic modulus. Nominally, CR-AFM
measurements are performed at a fix applied force, a few
times greater than the adhesion force between the probe
and material. With these precautions, (i) the applied force
can be easily controlled with a precision better than 10%
even with a stiff cantilever (20 to 40 Nm�1) and (ii) the
contact can be described by simple contact mechanics
models that neglect the contribution of adhesion forces
(e.g., Hertz model19). The approach followed in this work
was to measure the contact resonance frequencies while
the AFM probe was gradually brought in and out of
contact with the sample (see the schematic diagram
shown in Fig. 1). In these excursions, the applied force
was varied back and forth from the adhesion force—
when the contact was first established, to forces about
three times the adhesion force (250 to 300 nN)—at the
maximum applied force.

The force-dependent CR-AFM measurements were ac-
complished by connecting additional LabVIEW (National

Instruments, Austin, TX) instrumentation to a commercial
AFM (Veeco MultiMode III, Santa Barbara, CA). Force
versus displacement and contact-resonance frequency ver-
sus displacement responses were acquired in the following
way: at a given tip-sample separation, the AFM z-piezo and
low-frequency photodiode voltages were read to determine
the position and applied force and then the resonance fre-
quency of the cantilever was identified by sweeping the
frequency of the imposed cantilever vibration in the kilo-
hertz to megahertz range. This procedure was repeated at
incremental steps of the z-piezo scanner during the ap-
proach and retracting excursions. An example of this type
of measurements is shown in Fig. 2 for an a-SiOC:H film
(elastic modulus around 90 GPa). The AFM probes (R150-
NCL NanoSensors, Neuchatel, Switzerland) were single-
crystal Si cantilevers made with integrated Si tips. The
well-defined tip radius of 150 nm was found to provide
stable tip-sample contact during measurements. As can be
seen in Fig. 2, with the cantilevers (spring constant, kc,
around 30 Nm�1) and modulation amplitude (less than 1
nm) used, the resonance frequencies were sensitive only in
the regime of repulsive contact forces but not in the attrac-
tive noncontact region. All CR-AFM measurements were
performed in a clean room with humidity controlled to 45%
and temperature 21 �C.

In the presence of adhesive forces, the elastic de-
formation experienced by two objects pressed into
contact is analytically solved in two limiting cases: the

FIG. 1. As an AFM probe is gradually brought from air into contact

with a sample, the cantilever deflects more and more; the deflection

amount being proportional to the force applied on the contact. At the

same time, the resonance frequency of the cantilever increases from

the (constant) free-air value to (force-dependent) in-contact values. In

air, the cantilever resonates as a free-clamped beam, whereas, in

contact, it behaves as a spring-coupled-clamped beam.
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Johnson–Kendall–Roberts (JKR) model,20 which includes
the short-range adhesion between relatively compliant
objects with large radii of curvature, and the Derjaguin–
Müller–Toporov (DMT) model,21 which considers the
long-range adhesion between relatively stiff objects with
small radii of curvature. With either of these models, the
quantity needed for interpreting CR-AFM measurements
is the normal contact stiffness. In the elastic deformation
domain, the normal contact stiffness between two objects
in contact is defined as the normal force gradient applied
on the region of contact (the derivative of the normal force
acting at the contact region with respect to the relative
displacement of the objects along the direction of the
applied force). Thus, the normal contact stiffness kn be-
tween a spherical tip of radius RT and a flat surface
depends on the applied normal force Fn as

kn; JKR ¼ ð6RTFnE
�2Þ1=3 ð

ffiffiffi
x

p þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ x

p Þ2=3
1þ 2

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x=ð1þ xÞp ; ð1Þ

in the JKR model and

kn;DMT ¼ ð6RTFnE
�2Þ1=3ð1þ xÞ1=3 ; ð2Þ

in the DMT model, respectively, with x ¼ Fad=Fn being
the adhesion force normalized by the applied normal

force. In the previous equations, the indentation moduli
of the tip MT and sample MS are included in the reduced
elastic modulus, E� ¼ 1=ð1=MT þ 1=MSÞ. In the case of
elastically isotropic materials, the indentation modulus is
simply defined in terms of the Young’s modulus E and

Poisson’s ratio v, M ¼ E=ð1� n2Þ.19

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each tested sample, force-dependent CR-AFMmea-
surements were bracketed by measurements on a reference
Si(100) wafer. In addition to force-dependent CR-AFM
measurements made on test samples only,22 the benefit of
using the test/reference contact stiffness ratio is that, as
can be seen with either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), any dependence
on the tip radius is eliminated. The elastic modulus of
every measured material is then determined relative to the
indentation modulus of the reference; in this work a value
of 165 GPa was used for the indentation modulus of Si
(100) single crystal, as numerically calculated for an elas-
tically anisotropic material.23 To calculate the test/refer-
ence contact stiffness ratio, a common force range was
identified in the retraction stages of the recorded force
versus displacement and contact-resonance frequency ver-
sus displacement responses on the test and reference mate-
rials. In Fig. 3, this contact stiffness ratio is shown for an
a-SiOC:H film and Si(100) for forces less than 200 nN.
Over this same force range, Eqs. (1) and (2) were used to

FIG. 3. Force dependence of the contact stiffness on an a-SiOC:H
film normalized to the contact stiffness on Si(100). The symbols are

the results of force-dependent CR-AFM measurements and the curves

represent the fits provided by the DMT and JKR models in various

cases. When either the DMT or JKR model was used for both test

(a-SiOC:H film) and reference [Si(100)] materials, a good fit was

obtained with the following fit parameters: Mfilm ¼ 90 GPa,

Fad; film ¼ 70 nN, MSið100Þ ¼ 165 GPa, and Fad; Sið100Þ ¼ 190 nN.

Slightly different fit parameters, Mfilm ¼ 93 GPa, Fad; film ¼ 80 nN,

MSið100Þ ¼ 165 GPa, and Fad; Sið100Þ ¼ 190 nN, generated a good fit in

the case when the DMT model was considered for the tip-reference

contact and the JKR model for the tip-test contact.

FIG. 2. (a) Static (dashed line) and dynamic (continuous line) force

versus displacement responses for an a-SiOC:H film of elastic modu-

lus around 90 GPa. (b) The contact resonance frequency versus dis-

placement responses were acquired during the dynamic approach and

retract excursions shown in (a).
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calculate the theoretical expressions for the test/reference
contact stiffness ratio in the JKR and DMT models, re-
spectively. In the range of small forces considered here,
the necessity of acknowledging the contribution of adhe-
sion forces to CR-AFM measurements is indicated by the
nonzero values of contact stiffness that are observed for a
zero applied force.

Good data fits were obtained with both models by
adjusting the fit parameters in each case: the indentation
modulus of the test material and the adhesion forces at
pull-off on the test and reference materials. The fit values
of the adhesion forces were found to be closer to the pull-
off values measured in the dynamic force–distance
curves rather than that observed in their static counter-
parts. It is conceivable (refer to Fig. 2) that in the dynam-
ic measurements, the mechanical modulation altered the
snap-on and pull-off contact forces. Slightly different
parameters were derived from the best fit for two differ-
ent cases considered (see Fig. 3): (i) either a JKR or
DMT model for both tip-sample and tip-reference con-
tact or (ii) JKR model for the tip-sample contact and
DMT model for the tip-reference contact. Only in the
case of zero adhesion force,8,9 does the test/reference
contact stiffness ratio eliminate the error introduced by
the uncertainty in the cantilever’s spring constant kc.
However, even when adhesion forces are considered, the
uncertainty in kc has a minor effect if the test/reference
contacts stiffness ratio is used. By varying the fit param-
eters, it has been observed that even a �15% uncertainty
in kc (a large uncertainty) would only introduce an uncer-
tainty of less than �3% in the calculation of the elastic
modulus of the material tested. Relatively small surface
roughness (average roughness between 0.4 and 0.6 nm)
was measured for both a-SiC:H or a-SiOC:H films inves-
tigated in this work. As such, the contact mechanics
considered was that for smooth surfaces with no surface
roughness taken into account for the elastic modulus
calculation.24 No correlations between porosity, surface
roughness, and determined elastic modulus were ob-
served.

For each measured low-k thin film, the indentation
modulus M determined from CR-AFM measurements
was converted into Young’s modulus E by using the iso-
tropic relationship, M ¼ E=ð1� n2Þ, with a Poisson’s ra-
tio n ¼ 0:25. It is conceivable that small corrections to the
Young’s modulus calculated in this way would arise from
a Poisson’s ratio that is characteristic of each film. Such
corrections could be provided by additional elastic proper-
ty characterization (e.g., Brillouin light scattering16).
Figure 4 shows the results of CR-AFM measurements
versus PLA over the investigated range of the elastic mod-
ulus from 10 to 160 GPa. The CR-AFM values were
calculated by using the DMT model for both tip-test and
tip-reference contacts. Alternatively, when the DMT mod-
el was considered for the tip-reference contact and JKR for

the tip-test contact, small variations in the fit parameters
(within 5% for the elastic modulus and 10% for the adhe-
sion force) for compliant materials (E < 100 GPa) and
almost negligible variations for stiffer materials (E > 100
GPa) were observed. By comparing the elastic moduli
measured by CR-AFM and PLA, an average value of
1� ECR�AFM=EPLAj javrg ¼ 23% was calculated for their
relative deviations. Although based on different physical
concepts, CR-AFM and PLA show excellent agreement
and assure, in this way, the confidence of using CR-AFM
for local elastic modulus measurements on nanometer-
sized samples of elastic modulus in the range of GPa to
hundreds of GPa.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work it was shown that, in the range of small
applied forces, load-dependent CR-AFM can provide reli-
able measurements on films of elastic modulus in the
range of GPa (compliant materials) to hundreds of GPa
(stiff materials). The elastic modulus measurements made
on low-k dielectric thin films (thickness around 500 nm)
were in excellent agreement with that from picosecond
laser acoustics. The CR-AFM method developed here,
extending the technique explicitly into the domain of ad-
hesive probe-surface interactions, complements other
implemented5 or proposed25,26 dynamic tip-sample inter-
action AFM techniques for quantitative interrogation of
nanoscale mechanical properties of compliant materials
for advanced electronic and other applications.
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